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As the immediate neighbour and owner of Sopers House I object to the development proposed.  

Please have a look on site at not only the design of the structures which have previously been built 

here consisting of corrugated steel sheets and scaffolding right upto my boundary but also the 

relationship to windows in Sopers House which are sole windows to business units. I attach a photo 

of the design, which is just corrugated steel sheets and scaffold poles. It is highly detrimental to 

allow a continuation of this in the light o the Sopers House development. 

 

The proposal to extend the existing building further along the boundary would result in not only a 

significant loss of light to these business units but also a loss of outlook – the submitted plans do not 

give the full picture of how this will look. The extension would be a considerable height and built of 

temporary type materials with no regard to design and its adverse impact on the high quality 

development of Sopers House its neighbour a few feet away. 
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The bulk, height and scale would tower over the boundary and adversely impact the sole windows 

and outlook of new business units in the end elevation of Sopers House who would be facing ugly to 

look at steel sheeting. 

A noise impact statement should also be submitted as there will clearly be noise issues from the new 

building structure use. 

A further point is the lack of parking on the site such that further built development should not be 

allowed. The previous substantial extensions to the building removed a significant area for parking 

on the site for which there were officer concerns at the time– the extract from the officers report 

stated as follows, 

 

 

There is currently a considerable parking issue on Sopers Road industrial estate and Sopers Road 

itself. This site has large delivery vehicles and the need for on site manoeuvring and entering and 

leaving in forward gear and parking and any further built development will exacerbate the problem – 

a problem which was flagged up in 2019 on the previous application and which exists today. 

So to summarise the points of objection, 

The design and use of materials is aesthetically poor and harmful to the quality of the area and 

outlook of occupiers of business rooms in Sopers House whose sole outlook is towards the 

proposed extension and within a few metres – the proposed extension extends right to the 

common boundary. 

The scale, height, size and bulk of the proposed extension would result in a loss of light to the 

adjacent business units only a few metres away. 

The design quality is poor. 

The proposed extension would increase the built area of the site and remove areas for parking and 

manoeuvring of vehicles on a site and within an area suffering from parking stress and insufficient 

on site availability to accommodate larger vehicles and car parking. 

 


